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Abstract. We study unbounded derivations of C*-algebras and characterize those which generate
one-parameter groups of automorphisms. We also develop a functional calculus for the domains of
closed derivations and develop criteria for closeability. Some special C*-algebras are considered
®<C(§), 93(§), UHF algebras, and in this last context we prove the existence of non-closeable derivations.

I. Introduction
A derivation δ of a C*-algebra 91 is a linear mapping from a dense * subalgebra
D(δ) C 91 to a subspace R(δ) C 91 satisfying the two properties
1. δ(AB) = δ(A)B + Aδ(B),
A,BeD{δ),
2. δ(A*)=-δ(A)*9
AeD(δ).
D(δ) is the domain of δ and R(δ) the range.
If 91 contains an identity element i we will always assume 1 e D(δ) and then
I 2 = 1 etc. immediately implies that δ(f) = 0.
It is known that if a derivation is everywhere defined, D(δ) = 9Ϊ, then it is
bounded (for this and other results on bounded derivations see, for example,
[1], Chapter 4). We will be interested in unbounded derivations. Some results are
already given in [2,3].
II. General Algebras
The principal interest of unbounded derivations is that they arise as infinitesimal
generators of strongly continuous one-parameter groups of ^-automorphisms
of 91.
Let ;4e9ίH>τί(y4)e9ί .bera one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of the
C* algebra 91 satisfying
lim||τf(^)-yl||=0,

Ae 91

and define
Km
for the set D(δ) of A e 91 such that the limit exists. It is easily checked that δ is a
derivation of 91 and of course it corresponds to the infinitesimal generator of τ.
* Supported by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and Humanities.
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The following proposition characterizes the derivations which arise in this
manner.
Theorem 1. Let δ be a derivation of a C*-algebra 21.
The following conditions are equivalent
1. δ is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter
group of *-automorphisms of 21.
2. δ is closed,
\\δ(A)-zΛ\\^\lmz\\\Λh
AeD(δ)
and R(δ ± i) = 2Ϊ where
R(δ ± i) ={B;B = δ(Λ) ± iA, A e D(δ)}.
Proof. Deduction of 2 from 1 is a standard part of semi-group theory and
can be found, for example, in [4].
Using condition 2 one can also use the techniques described in [4] to construct
a one-parameter group of linear mappings y4e2ίt->τί(,4)e2I, where ί e R In
particular τ is given by a uniform limit
T,(,4)=lim (t-i — δ) (A)
"-*°°\
n I
and the lower bound of condition 2 together with the group property ensures that
\\τt(A)\\=\\A\\,

ΛeSUelR.

τt(A)* = τt(A*)9

AeM,teR

Further note that
τt(δ(A)) = δ(τt(A))9

AcD(δ\teR.

It remains to prove that τ is in fact a group of automorphisms of % e.g. to prove
that
τt(AB) = τt(A) τt(B),
A, B e 21, t e IR.
This last property may be deduced by first noting that δ has a dense set of
analytic elements, i.e. a dense set of A e D(δn), n = 1, 2,... such that

exists and is analytic in some neighbourhood of the origin. This is established by
constructing regularized elements
Af=fdtf(t)τt(A),
where / is analytic. Now for A, B analytic one has

τt(AB)= Σ^r

= τt(A)τt(B)
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for \t\>t0 for some ί0 Φθ. Next noting that the foregoing properties of τ ensure
that τt{A), τt(B) are also analytic for |ί| >t0, with the same radius of convergence
for the power series, one can repeat the argument to derive the product property
for all t. The automorphism property then follows by density of the analytic
elements.
Motivated by the above theorem we next consider closed derivations.
Theorem 2. Let δ be a closed derivation of a C* algebra 51 with identity
ίeD(δ)K
If A = A* e D(δ) and λ φ σ(A\ the spectrum of A, then
{λt-A)-ιeD{δ)

and

δ((λί - A)~x) = (λi - A)'1 δ(A) (λt - AYι.
Proof. If \λ\ is larger than the spectral radius of A the Neumann series

converges uniformly. Further An e D(δ) and

llδμ^ll^nll^ir
Thus the sequence

r1 Σ

δ An λn

( )/

converges uniformly. As δ is closed one concludes that the resolvent R(λ)
=
(λί-A)-1eD{δ).
Next assume λ, λ0 φ σ(A) but R(λ0) G D(δ) and

One then has

{λt-AY'=

X (λo

By the same argument as above R(λ) e D(δ).
An analytic continuation argument then allows one to conclude that R(λ) e D(δ)
for all λ φ σ(A).
Finally we use δ(t) = 0 to deduce that
δ{{λί-A)-1(λί-A)) = 0
or, alternatively,
δ((λi -A)'1)

(λί -A) = (λί - A)-x δ{A).

If ί φ 5ί one may extend δ to a closed derivation δ of 51 + C l by setting D(δ) = D(δ) + <Ct, and
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Corollary 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 consider A = A*eD(δ) and
let z e (Ci-*/(z)e(D be a function analytic in an open simply connected set Σf containing σ(A).
It follows that f(A) e D(δ). One has

and

where C is a simple closed rectifiable curve contained in Σf with σ(A) contained in
its interior.
Proof. The proof follows by approximating the integral by Riemann sums

such that ΣN(f) converges uniformly to f(A) and noting that ΣN(f) e D(δ) with

This latter sum converges uniformly to the second integral given in the corollary
and as δ is closed the proof is complete.
In the sequel we use this corollary to deduce that if δ is a closed derivation
and A is a positive invertible element contained in D(δ) then A~^ e D(δ).
The following result is a modification of a result of Sakai's [3].
Theorem 3. Let δbe a closed derivation of a C*-algebra 91 containing an identity
leD(δ).
Given P, a projector in 2ί, and ε>0 there exists a projector QeD(δ) such that
\\P-Q\\<8.
Proof. Following Sakai one can choose a self-adjoint A e D(δ) such that
||P-A||<fi' = min{l/14,ε/8}.
Since P is a projection
σ(>l)e[-6ε',6ε']u[ί-6e\ l + 6 ε ' ] .
Let y be the circle in C with centre at (1,0) and radius 1/2. Define

Using the spectral representation of A it is easy to see that Q is a projection and
Therefore

|μ4-β||<6ε\
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Finally we deduce that Q e D(δ) by arguments similar to those used in Theorem 2
and Corollary 3.
The foregoing theorem will be of use in examining special algebras. This study
is left for the following section.
We now give a criterion for closeability together with a criterion that ensures
that δ generates an automorphism group in a suitable sense.
Theorem 4. Let δ be a derivation of a C* algebra 91. Assume that 21 possesses a
state ω which generates a faithful cyclic representation (ξ)ω,πω,Ωω) and also
satisfies
ω(δ(A)) = 0,

AeD(δ).

It follows that δ is closeable and there exists a symmetric operator Hδ on ξ>ω
such that
D(Hδ)={ψ;ψ = πω(A)Ωω,
AeD(δ)}
πω(δ(A))ψ = [Hti πJAftψ,

A e D(δ), ψ e D(Hδ).

If further δ possesses a dense set 9IΛ of analytic elements the operator Hδ is
essentially self-adjoint on D(Hδ).
Define a group of automorphisms of 93(§ω) by

where Hδ is the self-adjoint closure of Hδ. It follows that

the group of automorphisms Ae<Ά^-^τt(A)e^Ά
is strongly continuous, and the
infinitesimal generator of τt is the closure of the restriction of δ to 9Ifl.
Proof. Define Hδ on D(Hδ) by
Hδπω(A)Ωω

= πω(δ(A))Ωω9

A e D(δ)

then Hδ is well defined, i.e. πω(A)Ωω = 0 implies πω(δ(A))Ωω = 0 by the following
computation which is valid for A, Be D(δ)
{πω(B)Ωω, πω(δ(A))Ωω) = ω(B* δ(A))
= ω(δ{B*A)) + ω{δ{B)*A)
=

{πω(δ(B))Ωω,πω(A)Ωω),

where we have used ω(δ(B*A)) = 0 and (5(5*)= -δ(B)*.
The same computation shows that Hδ is symmetric, hence closeable. Next for
A, BE D(δ)
πω(B)Ωω = πω(δ(AB))Ωω - πω(A) nω
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To show that δ is closeable consider a sequence An e D(δ) such that

limμj|=0
n~* oo

\im\\δ(An)-A\\=0.

One has for each

B1,B2eD(δ)

{πω(B1)Ωω,πω(A)πω(B2)Ωω)=

lim
λl~* 00

= lim
n->oo

(πω(B1)Ωω,πω(δ(An))πω(B2)Ωω)
(Hδπω(B1)Ωω,πω(AnB2)Ωω)

- lim (πΛAΪBJΩn,

Hδπω(B2)Ωω)

= 0.
Hence from the cyclicity of Ωω for πω and the density of D(δ) one has πω(A) = 0.
The faithfulness of πω then implies A = 0, i.e. δ is closeable.
For economy of notation we drop the indices ω and δ in the last part of the
proof and identify 9ί with its representation on § .
If A G 2Γ define tA as the radius of convergence of

Next note that 3FΩ is a dense set of analytic vectors for // because

H"AΩ = δn(A)Ω,

and

AeW

Σ\\
α

for |ί|<ί,4. By a theorem of Nelson [5] // is essentially self-adjoint on 2l ίλ
Since a self-adjoint operator has no proper symmetric extension H is essentially
self-adjoint on D(H) = D(δ)ΩD 2Γίλ
Let τt be the group of ^-automorphisms of 33(§) corresponding to H. For
A e SΆa and \t\ < tA define

?(^) Σ
Then one has

as one sees by comparing powers series expansions and using

Since τ, is a group of isometries it follows that
%

AeW,\t\<tA.
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Repeated use of the closedness of δ establishes that
?

AeWa9\t\<tA.

)9

It then follows from the isometric property of τ° that if A e 2Γ and |ί| < tA then
τ° G W and has the same radius of convergence as A. Thus from the above identity
τ ( 0 (τ ( °μ)) = τt(τt(A)) = τ2t{A),

A e W, \t\< tA .

By iteration one shows that

τt(A) = (τflnr(A)
for A e 9ία and \t/n\ < tA. Hence τ, maps 2Γ into 2T and by a closure argument
τt(9l) = 8 l f o r a l l ί .
Let δ be the infinitesimal generator of τ, restricted to 91. For A e 21" one has
δ(A) = δ(A)
because τt(A) = τ°(A) for small t. Hence
\<tA.
The strong continuity of τ then follows from the density of 9Γ.
The proof of the theorem will be complete if we can show that 2Iα is a core for δ.
To do this we will show that if A e 2Γ then (δ + i)~x {A) e 2Iα and then it follows
that
(δ + i) (9Iα) 2 (δ + 0 (δ + 0 " x (9Iα) = 9I α .
Thus (δ + Ϊ) (9Iα) is dense in 91 and 21° is a core for δ by the inequality

Therefore assume A e $Γ and define

o

We showed earlier in the proof that

Using this, the closedness of <S, and a Riemann sum argument, n times one derives

δn(B) =

Hence

o
n

i]dte-tτt(δn(A)).

\\δ (B)\\S\\δn(A)\\
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Problem. If δ is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous one
parameter group of *-automorphisms of a C* algebra 9ί is it possible that δ has
proper closed extensions, i.e. can there exist a closed derivation δl9 such that
δ1Dδl A negative reponse to this question is equivalent to a proof that
^(^-zAH^IImzlMII,

AsD{δx)

for all closed extensions δ1 of δ.
The difficulty in applying the foregoing criterion is finding states such that
ω ° δ = 0. This is relatively easy for the following class of derivations.
Definition 5. A derivation δ of a C*-algebra 91 is defined to be an inner limit
derivation if there exists a directed set δa of bounded derivations o/9ί which converge
to δ in the following sense
Km\\δ{A)-δa{A)\\=0
2

for all A in a core of D(δ).
Inner limit derivations occur in the work of Sinai and Helemsky [2] and that
of Sakai [3], on derivations of UHF algebras. We will consider their properties
in various special contexts in the following section. For the moment we note the
following general properties.
Corollary 6. Let δ be an inner limit derivation of a C*-algebra 91 which possesses
a trace state ω which generates a faithful representation.
It follows that δ is closeable.
Proof. Note first that
) = 1imω(δa(A))
α

for all A in a core D of D(δ). But the bounded derivations δa are weakly inner (see,
for example [1]) i.e. there exist Hδoc = Hδ*oιeπ~ such that
ω{δa(A)) = (Ωω, lHδu,πω(A)-]Ωω)9

AeD.

Approximating Hδχ weakly and using the trace property one finds ω(δa(A)) = 0
and hence ω(δ(A)j=0 for all AeD. Consequently ω(δ(A)) = 0 for all AeD(δ)
and the conditions of the above theorem are fulfilled.
Another easy property of inner limit derivations is that their resolvents may
be bounded
Theorem 7. Let δ be an inner limit derivation of a C*-algebra 51.
It follows that
||δμ)-z^||^|Imz|M||,

AeD{δ\ ze<£.

Thus ifR(δ ± ί) = 91 then the closure δofδ is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly
continuous one parameter group of *-automorphisms of 9t.
2
The set D c D(δ) is defined to be a core of D(δ) if for each A e D(δ) there is a directed set Λa e D
such that || Aa — A|| ->0 and \\δ(Aa — A)|| ->0. Normally cores are only introduced for closed operators
(derivations) but the foregoing definition does not need this restriction.
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Proof. Consider any representation π of 21. In this representation the bounded
derivations <5α of A, which approximate δ are weakly inner and hence generate oneα
parameter groups of automorphisms τ of π~. Now one has for Imz < 0

for all A e 21.
Therefore

where || || π denotes the norm associated with the representation π. Therefore
\\(δOί-z)(A)\\π^\lmz\\\A\\π
and
for all A e D(δ) by limiting. As this is true for all π a similar inequality is valid with
the algebraic norm. Imz > 0 is handled similarly.

III. Special Algebras
In this section we consider derivations of special classes of C*-algebras.
A.
This subsection is devoted to the study of a C*-algebra concretely represented
by bounded operators acting on a Hubert space 9). We assume that 21 contains
the C*-algebra 93C(J?>) of compact operators acting on § as subalgebra.
Theorem 8. Let δ be a derivation of a C*-algebra 21 acting on the Hubert space
§ and assume that

1. // D(δ) contains a finite rank operator then δ is closeable. Conversely if δ
is closeable the domain of its closure δ contains a rank one projector.
2. // δ is closed there exists a symmetric operator H such that AD(H)CD(H),
for all AeD(δ),and
δ(A) = lH9A'],

AeD(δ).

3. // D(δ) 2 93<C(§) then δ is bounded.
4. // δ is closed then D(δ) contains a *-subalgebra έ% of finite rank operators
which is dense among the finite rank operators and there exists a sequence of
bounded derivations δn such that
lim \\δ(A)-δn(A)\\=0,

Ae@.
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Proof. First consider the special case that D(δ) contains a rank one projector P.
Following [6, 7] we define a derivation δP by
D(δP) =
where

δP(A) =

δ(A)-lXP9A],

Xp = δ(P)P-Pδ(P).
One then has
δP(P) = δ(P) +

2Pδ(P)P-δ(P)P-Pδ(P)

= -δ(P2-P)

+ 2Pδ{P)P

= 0,
where we have used P= P2 and Pδ(P)P = 0. The latter relation follows from

Next if ψ is an normalized vector in the range of P one has for A e D(δ)
(ψ,δP(A)ψ) = (ψ,PδP(A)Pψ)
= (y>, {δP(PAP)- δP(P)AP-

PAδP(P)}ψ)

=0
because PAP is a scalar multiple of P. Applying Theorem 4 it follows that δP,
and hence δ, is closeable. Theorem 4 also establishes the existence of an Hp with
the desired properties and
H = Hp + Xp .

We now reduce the general case to the special case handled above.
Let CeD(δ) be a finite rank operator and assume, without loss of generality,
that C= C* > 0 and ||C|| = 1. There exists a rank one projector P E 21 such that
P ^ C and
CPC=P.
Now we may choose A e D(δ) such that A = A* and for ε > 0
\\P-A\\<ε.
Hence
or

\\CAC-CPC\\<ε
||Ci4C-P||<β.

But CA C is finite rank, hermitian, and for ε small enough must possess a simple
eigenvalue in the neighbourhood of 1. Let E be the corresponding rank one
spectral projector. As E may be expressed as a polynomial in CACe D(δ) one has
EeD(δ).
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The converse statement of part 1 follows from Theorem 3 above.
Part 2 was proved in the above and next we prove Part 3. If D(δ) 2 93<C(§) it is
closeable by part 1. As each Ce 23<C($) may be decomposed as a product C=CιC2
with C l 5 C 2 e93C(§)

Thus the range of δ restricted to 93(C(§) is contained in 93<C(§). Thus δ gives an
everywhere defined derivation of 33<C($). This latter derivation is then automatically bounded (see, for example [1]). Now the desired conclusion follows from
part 2 because if

for all ΛeD(δ) and δ restricted to 33<C(ί)) is bounded it is impossible that H is
unbounded.
It remains to prove part 4. The first statement follows from Theorem 3. To
prove the second we note that the symmetric operator H can always be approximated by a sequence of bounded symmetric operators Hn in the sense that
lim||(tf-H n )φ||=0,

ψeD(H).

n —*• o o

This is demonstrated by remarking that H has a self-adjoint extension K acting
in a possibly larger space ft D §. Let Eκ denote the spectral family of K, and P
the orthogonal projector on ft with range <r>. The family

Hn = p]

—n

dEκ(λ)λP

has the desired property. It also follows that if ψ e D(H\ and A e 93(δ) is such that
AD{H)CD(H) then

Define the bounded derivations δn by

If P is a one dimensional projector such that Pe& and ψ is a normalized vector
in the range of P one computes that
\\δ(P)-δn(P)\\ =

\\(H-Hn)P-P(H-Hn)\\

The convergence for finite rank A — A* e & follows because A is a finite linear
combination of rank one projectors each of which is contained in & by the same
argument that was used to prove part 1.
Problem. If 93C(§) Q 91 £ 93(§) do there exist non-closeable derivations of 21?
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B. UHF Algebras
A C*-algebra 21 with identity is said to be uniformly hyperfinite (UHF) if
there exists a set, directed by inclusion, of C*-subalgebras {2ϊ α } αe/ containing the
identity such that 21 is the uniform closure of

αe/

and each 2ϊα is isomorphic to 33 (ir^) where each § α is finite dimension.
If the U H F algebra is separable then there exists an increasing sequence
2ϊi C 2l 2 C of C*-subalgebras containing the identity such that 2Ϊ is the uniform
closure of

and each 2In is *-isomorphic to 33 (§ n ) where § w is finite dimension (see [1], p. 73).
As each matrix algebra 2ϊα has a unique normalized trace the C*-algebra 21
has a unique normalized trace ω 0 . Further the simplicity of the 2ϊα implies that 21
is simple ([1], p. 74) hence τ ω o is faithful. Therefore from Corollary 6 we have
Corollary 9. Each inner limit derivation of a UHF algebra is closeable.
A large class of the derivations of a U H F algebra are automatically inner limit
derivations (but not all, see Theorem 12) the following generalization of a result
of Sinai and Helemski [2] shows
Theorem 10. Let δ be a derivation of the UHF algebra 21 with domain D(δ)
given by
ael

It follows that for each ael

there exists Ha = Jϊ* e91 such that

for all A e 9Iα.
Therefore δ is an inner limit derivation and hence closeable.
Proof. Lemma 7 of [8] establishes the existence of Ha with the desired
properties. In particular if etj is a system of matrix units for 9Iα one has

by explicit calculation. Thus defining δa by δa(A) = [ # α , ,4], A e 91. One finds that
δa converges pointwise uniformly to δ on D(δ). Thus δ is inner limit and closeable
by Corollary 9.
The foregoing theorem has a partial converse which is a generalization of a
result of Sakai [3].
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Theorem 11. Let δbe a closed derivation of a separable UHF algebra 21.
There exists an increasing sequence of full matrix algebras Bn containing the
identity such that each Bn C D(δ) and 21 is the uniform closure of

Proof. The proof follows closely that of Sakai [3]. His Lemma 1 is replaced
by our Theorem 3 and use is also made of Corollary 3 to deduce that if A e D(δ\
and ^4>0, and A is invertible then A~^ e D(δ). With these modifications the remainders of the proofs are identical and we refer to [3] for details.
Theorem 12. Let 21 be the CAR algebra and $n an increasing sequence of
2n x 2" full matrix algebras generating 21.
There exists a derivation δ of 21 such that
n

2. δ restricted to (J 0&n is zero.
3. (SΦO.
Hence δ is not closeable nor inner limit.
Proof. The derivation δ is constructed by representing 21 as the discrete
C*-crossed product of the continuous functions on the Cantor set with an abelian
group of automorphisms, and then differentiation, in the usual sense, on the
differentiable functions is lifted to a derivation δ of 21.
Takesaki has shown [9] that
where

21 = C*(C(G),G 0 ),

G= (g)

2

G0=φZ2
and TL2 is the cyclic group with two generators.
G is equipped with the product topology and G o with the discrete topology.
G o acts on G by componentwise multiplication and this defines an action of G o on
C(G\ the C*-algebra of continuous functions on G, as a group of automorphisms α.
G is homeomorphic to the Cantor subset K of {0,1}. Let η; {0, l}^{0,2} be
given by ?7(0) = 0, η(ί) = 2. Then a homeomorphism φ; G\->K can be given explicitly
φ((aua2,a,,...))=

£ η(an)β".

For economy of notation let us identify G and K. Let <50 be the usual differentiation
on C(K)
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with domain D(δ0) given as the set of once differentiable functions with continuous derivative. It is clear that all projections p e C(K) are in D(δ0) and that
δQ(p) = 0. This is also true for finite linear combinations of projections. It is also
clear that δ0 φ 0. In fact
R(δo) = C(K).

Furthermore

<V <S0 = <V <χg
for all g e G o . To see this let
g = (aua2,...

a*,0,0,...)

be an arbitrary element in G o . There exists a partition {Ku . ..,K2n} oϊK into open
subsets and the action of g on K can be described as a permutation of these subsets
in such a way that if x and y belong to the same subset then

There is a positive distance at least 3~n between any two subsets in the partition,
thus

Let D(δ) be the elements of 91 that are represented by functions / ; G0t->D(<50)
such that f(g) Φ 0 only for finitely many g e G and define δ, on D(δ\ by

Then
δ((fh)(g)) = δo((fh)(g))

= δo( Σ Πβ')
WeG

= Σ {(δ0f)(g
g'eG

= ((δf)h + f(δh))(g).
Also

= -(δf)*(g)
Hence δ is a derivation of 91.
Elements in the matrix algebras 3Sn are represented by functions / from G o
into C(G) such that f(g) φ 0 only for finitely many g and such that f(g) is a finite
linear combination of projections in C(K) for such g. It follows that &nCD(δ)
and δ(@n) = 0. But δ φ 0 on D(δ). (One can even show that (J Stn C R(δ)\
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Corollary 13. Let 91 be the CAR algebra

There exists a linear functional φ defined on a dense *-subalgebra D(φ) such that

such that
φ(BΆ),
) = φ(A*)9

A,BeD(φ)
AeD(φ)
n

but φ φ 0, i.e. φ is not a multiple of the unique normalized trace ω0 on 91.
Proof. Let δ be the derivation of Theorem 15 and define D(φ) = D(δ)
= iωo{δ(A)),

AeD(δ).

We note that there exist inner limit derivations of UHF algebras which are
not infinitesimal generators of groups of automorphisms and have no extensions
with this property although the approximating bounded derivations do have this
property.
C. Abelian Algebras
If 9ί is abelian one can add a few extra properties not covered by the foregoing.
First note that in constructing the derivation δ of Theorem 15 we also constructed a derivation <50 of an abelian C*-algebra C(G) such that δ0 was noncloseable. Hence such derivations may occur even in the commutative setting.
Theorem 17. Let δ be a closed derivation of an abelian C*-algebraS&.
Take A = A*e D{δ) and let fe C^IR).
It follows that f{A) e D(δ) and
δ(f(A)) =

δ(A)f(A).

Proof. If P is any polynomial then by simple computation P(A) e D(δ)
δ(P(A)) = δ(A)F(A).
Next choose polynomials Pn such that Pn->f and Fn-*f' uniformly on the spectrum
of A
Then by the foregoing
converges to δ(A) f'(A). Hence f(A) e D(δ) and
δ(f(A)) = δ(A)f'(A).
Note that one may easily conclude that δ bounded is equivalent to δ = 0.
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